
A cohesive worldwide association of independent member firms 
providing accounting, tax and consultancy services across the globe
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Our commitment to quality

Quality is one of UHY’s main values – because it is so very

important to us we strive for continual improvement in

everything we do.

Each of our member firms has signed a Quality Charter

emphasising its commitment to membership of a quality-

minded international network, and through this

commitment we are constantly seeking to improve quality

standards even further.   

We set specific quality goals and expectations for our

members to meet.  These goals and expectations cover areas

such as client service efficiency, range of services, growth

plans and national strength.  Together they represent our

aim to provide our clients with unified, professional and

timely services.

We not only set goals and expectations.  We also assess and

measure our achievements every year so we can evaluate

where to improve our standards further.

In addition, we have introduced standards requiring

members to focus on quality through:

• Leadership

• Compliance with ethical obligations set out in IFAC´s Code 

of Ethics for Professional Accountants

• Client acceptance and complaint procedures

• Human resources policies and procedures, such as

education and training 

• And, of course, quality control procedures.

Moreover, our quality standards cover services beyond audit.

We believe that factor makes our network even more

dedicated to quality than other networks.  

Clients featured in this report include:
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From Ladislav Hornan
UHY Chairman

Over 20 years ago, with the foresight of globalisation, the UHY international network was formed

and is now a cohesive, worldwide network providing accounting, tax and consultancy services with a

high standard of professionalism and service quality.  With a significant presence in our two founding

member countries, the UK and the US, we now have almost 5,000 professionals operating from 164

offices in over 50 countries.  This depth and breadth helps our clients compete effectively and

successfully internationally.

Our key competitive advantage is our global network and strength, combined with the personal service

and capability of our national practices.  We accomplish this through knowing each other personally,

knowing about each other's specialist sector knowledge and about each other's individual expert

experience.  But, more than that, we know each other as people through meeting and working

together regularly.  Backed by a proactive approach to standards and compliance, our peer reviews and

participation in independent quality assurance programmes enable us to bring this competitive

advantage to our clients.

That is why clients like working with us: we provide in-country expertise where required by mid-

market clients, and when those clients, as well as established multinationals, seek our services we are

able to provide unified, cross-border teams, sharing clients’ aspirations and delivering customised and

timely services to help them make the right decisions over the short and long-term.

We achieve sustainable success that generates long-term and loyal client relationships.  Our drive for

professionalism, quality, integrity and innovation combined with this global reach have realised

substantial growth in our 20-year history for both clients and member firms.  I believe these values are

reflected in the following pages as we ask some of our clients to share their experience of us with you.

If we can help you achieve further business success contact me, visit us online at www.uhy.com or

email us at info@uhy.com for further information.

Best wishes

Ladislav Hornan
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Fuerte Hotels 

Fuerte Hotels is a chain of four-star hotels in the tourist

resorts of Spain and Mexico. Its headquarters are located in

Marbella, Spain.  The company has a turnover of 50.6m USD.  

For the past five years UHY Fay & Co, Spain, has been carrying

out audit work for Fuerte Hotels from its Marbella office.

But as UHY also has a strong presence in the Americas, UHY

Fay & Co was able to refer further audit work to UHY

Glassman Esquivel in Mexico which has been providing

services to Fuerte Puerto Aventuras and Servicio  Puerto

Aventuras – the two subsidiary companies that run Fuerte

Hotel Group’s Mexican operations.

Bernard Fay, UHY Fay & Co, says it was important for the firm

to be able to provide the client with this support in its first

foreign operation. It was much easier working with UHY

Glassman Esquivel than with the former auditors, and so his

firm was able to deliver a better service to the client.

Raúl Martínez, from UHY Glassman Esquivel, says his firm’s

presentation to the Fuerte Group convinced Fuerte directors

to terminate their audit contract with another firm in Mexico

and to engage UHY Glassman Esquivel instead.  

Oscar Gutiérrez Esquivel, who led the audit work for Fuerte

in Mexico, says his firm has a close relationship with UHY Fay

& Co. “We work together and speak freely so we can

accomplish our goals as a team,” he says.

Having successfully completed the audit work of the Mexican

subsidiaries, UHY Glassman Esquivel has been commissioned

to produce a detailed financial report for the Fuerte Group.  

Hotel Fuerte in Grazalema, Spain, is the venue for  the UHY

Forum, an annual training forum for UHY managers.
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Specialized Technology Resources

Specialized Technology Resources, Inc. (STR) is a leading testing and compliance monitoring company with

laboratories and offices in more than 30 countries around the world.

The company, formerly known as DeBell & Richardson Inc., was founded in 1944 in Springfield, Massachusetts, the

US, by two former Monsanto executives.  Two years later operations were moved to Enfield, Connecticut, where

STR’s current global HQ is located.  

The company’s core business is testing consumer products for quality, safety and efficacy before launch.  STR

conducts safety audits, supply chain inspections, ISO certification and UL (Underwriter’s Laboratories) regulatory

services as well as providing consultancy services in the form of risk assessments, expert witness testimonies and

regulatory affairs liaison.  

STR provides contract testing services to a range of industries including: agriculture, textiles, food products, electrical

and electronic products, leather goods and shoes, personal care products, pharmaceuticals, plastics and rubber, toys

and household cleaning products.  The company employs more than

1,500 scientists, technicians and inspectors at its worldwide locations.  

Additionally, through its manufacturing division, STR is the leading

manufacturer of encapsulant materials for photovoltaic solar cells

and supplies the photovoltaic industry worldwide.

UHY firms in each of the following countries assisted in completing

the consolidated financial statements and local tax compliance

requirements: China, Hong Kong, India, Spain, Switzerland,

Singapore, Taiwan, Turkey, the UK and the US.  Approximately 10

audit and tax professionals are involved on the US account alone.

The contract with STR is an ongoing engagement subject to annual

approval by STR’s audit committee.  Previously STR had engaged a

Big Four firm for auditing and tax services.  

Barry Morris, STR’s Chief Financial Officer, says: “Shortly after joining

STR I encouraged the audit committee to switch to UHY because of

my prior experience working with the firm’s NYC office... and my

opinion that UHY offered more client responsive service.”
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Pidilite Industries

Pidilite Industries is a leading manufacturer of adhesives, sealants,

paints, art & craft materials and specialty chemicals.  Established

in Mumbai, India, in 1959, the company now has a presence in

more than 50 countries.  

With manufacturing bases and representative offices in

Brazil, China, Egypt, Russia, Sri Lanka, UAE, the UK and the

US, Pidilite Industries is an international leader in its field.

The Pidilite range includes Fevicol, Dr Fixit and M-Seal brands.  

Pidilite Industries is listed on the National Stock Exchange of

India and the Mumbai Stock Exchange.  Last year the group’s

turnover reached  236m USD.  

Rajiv Saxena, Managing Partner of UHY Saxena in Dubai, was

approached by Pidilite Industries regarding the acquisition of a

manufacturing facility in the United Arab Emirates.  Pidilite

wanted to hire a multidisciplinary team of lawyers and

accountants to complete the purchase.  For a previous acquisition

Pidilite had engaged the services of one of the Big Four

accountancy firms and a leading firm of solicitors.  

UHY Saxena offered Pidilite a ‘one-stop shop’ for the

acquisition of this manufacturing facility – a package of services

which included due diligence, drafting legal agreements,

acting as escrow agents and post-transaction advice.  

Pidilite USA, a subsidiary of Pidilite Industries, has acquired

business and assets relating to art products and car care

products (pictured here). Pidilite USA aims to expand these

product ranges and increase sales both in and outside the US.

Pidilite Industries awarded the contract to UHY Saxena

because the company was impressed by the package of

services and the comprehensive single-point service which

would not only expedite the work for Pidilite but also result

in considerable cost savings.  After completion of the

acquisition management services contract, UHY Saxena gave

a presentation to the Chairman of Pidilite Industries in which

UHY Saxena demonstrated UHY’s global capabilities.  UHY

Saxena now acts as auditors for the Pidilite Industries’

subsidiary in the UAE.  

While this assignment did not require input from any other UHY

firms it provided the opportunity for member firms to seek

possible acquisition targets for Pidilite in their client base or region.

Sohail Badar, Pidilite’s Managing Director of Middle East

Operations, says: “UHY Saxena basically provided an end-to-end

acquisition management service from advising on valuations,

deal structuring and negotiations and assisting in post-closing

events.  This was Pidilite’s maiden cross-border acquisition in the

UAE and its timely successful closing was largely a result of the

single-point solution from UHY.”

Fedders Corporation

Fedders Corporation is a leading global manufacturer of air

treatment products for residential, commercial and industrial use

– air conditioning units, furnaces, dehumidifiers and other air

quality products.  

The company’s global headquarters are in New Jersey, the US,

with other manufacturing and distribution locations in the US

and in China, Germany, India, the Philippines and the UK.  In

2005 the company’s net sales were 297.7m USD.  

When Fedders’ CFO wanted to replace its Big Four audit firm

he had a list of criteria which included: offices near to its

distribution centre in St Louis, the US, and PCAOB-accredited

offices in its major global locations.  

UHY LLP in the US ticked all the boxes on the wish-list and

offered Fedders the language capabilities and international

audit experience that a large, well-established accountancy

organisation can offer.  

For the year ended 2005 UHY audited accounts for Fedders in

the US, China, Germany, Hong Kong, India and the Philippines.  

“The audit work included the integrated audit process required

by Sarbanes-Oxley and our opinion on internal controls that

accelerated filers are required to complete,” says UHY Board

member John Wolfgang, who led the contract team of more

than 30 over six countries.

“The UHY network and its member firms around the world

was one of the most crucial factors in the company’s

decision.”

Fedders is the largest public client of UHY LLP, based on firm

revenues, and UHY LLP has been retained to audit the

company’s 2006 accounts.  The UHY team will also be

reviewing quarterly financial statements and local UHY

offices will conduct statutory audits for Fedders’ subsidiaries

in Europe and Asia and for joint ventures.  
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ATP Oil & Gas Corporation

ATP Oil & Gas Corporation is engaged in the acquisition, development and

production of oil and natural gas properties in the Gulf of Mexico and the

North Sea.  ATP's core business is to acquire and develop properties with

proven undeveloped reserves that are economically attractive to ATP but are

not strategic to major or large exploration-orientated oil and gas

companies.  The estimated pre-tax proven reserves at 31st December 2005

were 2.7 billion USD.  The company has leasehold and other interests in 76

offshore blocks, 53 platforms and 147 wells, including 11 subsea wells, in the

Gulf of Mexico.  ATP also has interests in 10 blocks and two company-

operated subsea wells in the North Sea, the UK.

ATP was founded in 1991.  In 2001 the company went public and is currently listed on the NASDAQ

Global Select Market.  Its global headquarters are in Houston, Texas, the US, with regional offices

located in Guildford, the UK, and IJmuiden, the Netherlands.  

In 2005 ATP became a client of UHY Advisors in the US.  Managing Director Barbara Shirley says the

client chose UHY for Sarbanes-Oxley work because of its international organisation and the experience

her team had gained working on similar projects.  

ATP interviewed each team member before selection and validated UHY’s industry and technical experience.  

UHY’s strong international links meant that the project could be confidently assigned to local country

offices, capitalising on local capabilities and expertise to the benefit of the client: UHY’s Houston office

managed US-specific matters while the London office dealt with UK issues.

The same methodology and tools were used by UHY in both the US and the UK, resulting in seamless

client service delivery and project integration.

Barbara Shirley says: “We replaced a larger firm that had international offices, so we would have been

at a disadvantage had we not had the international network... It clearly helps in calls to say ‘Yes, we

have a member firm there, and we have worked with such-and-such manager for other clients’.”

Barbara says three key factors enabled UHY to win the contract:

• UHY’s ability to be seamless and to have clear lines of communication

• UHY’s high quality resources that understand and apply the same methodology

• UHY partners and firms committed to working together.

The contract between ATP and UHY has been renewed.  Seven UHY executives work on the

account in the US and four in the UK.
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GulfMark Offshore

GulfMark Offshore, Inc. charters technologically advanced

vessels to the offshore oil and gas industry. Its headquarters

are in Houston, the US, and it has regional offices in Brazil,

Norway, Malaysia, Mexico, Singapore and the UK.

GulfMark’s vessels transport drilling equipment, personnel

and supplies to oil rigs in some of the harshest marine

environments.  It operates principally in the North Sea, off

the UK; offshore south-east Asia; and offshore the Americas.

The fleet also serves as standby rescue vessels in the North

Sea and is used to move and position drilling structures.

Most of the 60 vessels are based in the North Sea.

GulfMark’s global turnover was approximately 204m USD 

in 2005.  

In May 2005 UHY LLP, Houston, was appointed independent

auditors of the company.  Partner Mark Anderson says the

UHY network was a major factor in winning 

the business.  

UHY’s firms in Oslo, Norway, and in Singapore performed

audit fieldwork for GulfMark’s operations in their countries;

UHY’s firm in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, provided local tax

expertise to local GulfMark management; and a UHY

specially-recruited firm in Aberdeen, the UK, performed

audit fieldwork there.

Each UHY office also completed statutory audit procedures for

the relevant in-country subsidiaries, and procedures for the

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) audit of consolidated

financial statements of GulfMark and its subsidiaries.

Mark Anderson also points to his firm’s knowledge of SEC

rules, GAAP (Generally Accepted Accounting Principles)

knowledge, expertise in local tax issues, partner attention

and competitive fees as major factors in GulfMark’s decision

to work with UHY.

Approximately 18 UHY professionals were involved in the

2005 audit worldwide.  UHY will now perform similar

procedures for 2006 results.

Previously, GulfMark was a client of a Big Four firm. Mark

Anderson says the company chose UHY for better client

service and value from fees.  “A key factor in client service is

that we have audit resources in most of their major client

operating locations,” he says.  

Gulfmark’s CFO, Ed Guthrie, says: “As a truly international oil

service company, we required a firm that was capable of

providing audit services in all the venues in which we operate

throughout the world.  We were convinced UHY and its

partners could provide not only the quality of service we

demand but also meet the timelines imposed by the various

constituencies where statutory audits are required, as well as

meet all our SEC deadlines.  We have been pleased with the

level of co-operation and co-ordination of the international

offices with the office in Houston.” 
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Petroleum Geo Services 

Petroleum Geo-Services (PGS) is a technologically focused

oilfield service company covering the complete value chain

from exploration, via field development to production.

PGS operates in two primary business areas – seismic and

production – through four operating units: Marine

Geophysical, Onshore Geophysical, Production and Reservoir.

The group’s headquarters are in Norway.  Other major offices

are located in London, the UK, Houston, the US, and 

in Singapore.  

The PGS group employs approximately 2,800 people and 

has offices and operations in more than 20 countries

worldwide. The group’s revenues for 2005 were

approximately 1.1 billion USD.

One of the Big Four carries out PGS’ internal audit work.  But

for this complex Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) project, UHY was

chosen because of its relationship with key management at

PGS and the previous SOX project experience of its staff.  

Barbara Shirley, Managing Director at UHY Advisors, says that

having a member firm in London, combined with the UK

team’s knowledge of process documentation and

risks/controls, helped to secure the international assignment.

At the height of the project seven staff, in London and in

Houston, worked on the project.  Although the original

project has been completed, UHY continues to provide

additional services to PGS.  

MITAS a.s.

Mitas has produced millions of tyres for a variety of vehicles

since its foundation in former Czechoslovakia in 1933.  

Mitas a.s. is a member of Ceská gumárenská spolecnost a.s.

(CGS) holding.  Mitas a.s. owns the agricultural tyre business

of Continental branded tyres and has three manufacturing

plants in the Czech Republic and 10 international subsidiaries

operating under the CGS Tyres name.  

Mitas a.s. produces more than 300,000 agricultural

tyres in radial design annually and a wide assortment

of industrial and motorcycle tyres.  

Before being appointed auditors to Mitas’ global

subsidiaries, UHY in London, the UK, was the auditor

of CGS Tyres UK, a fully-owned subsidiary of Mitas a.s.  

Through its work for CGS Tyres, UHY

learned that there was an opportunity to

provide audit work to the worldwide

subsidiaries.  UHY put forward a proposal to

the Mitas Board to conduct audit work for

the foreign subsidiaries and to prepare the

sub-consolidation and subsequently won

the contract to provide audit services for

the next two years.  

UHY’s Mitas audit team is spread over

Austria, Brazil, France, Germany, Mexico,

Spain, the UK and the US.  Ian Cohen, Senior

Partner at UHY in London, is leading 

the Mitas account and his team in London

controls the distribution of documents and

the workflow. The international team keeps

in regular contact by teleconference 

and email.

v
v



ANGOLA
UHY, A Paredes e Associados-Angola-
Auditores e Consultores, Limitada, Luanda
Contact: António Viegas 
Email: aviegas@uhy-portugal.pt
+24 42 324 506

ARGENTINA
UHY Macho & Asociados, Buenos Aires
Contact: Roberto Macho
Email: rmacho@machoyasociados.com.ar
+54 11 4815 8866

AUSTRALIA
UHY Haines Norton*, Sydney
Contact: Mark Nicholaeff
Email: mnicholaeff@uhyhn.com.au
+61 2 9256 6600
Also in: Adelaide, Brisbane, Canberra, 
Melbourne, Perth 

AUSTRIA
UHY-BGS Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft,
Vienna
Contact: Dr Ernst Burger
Email: ernst.burger@burger-gruber.at
+43 1 505 48 01
Also in: Linz, Salzburg City, Villach

BELGIUM 
Bollen, Mathay & Co., Réviseurs
d’Entreprises, Brussels
Contact: Chantal Bollen 
Email: info@bollenmathay.be
+32 242 8393

BRAZIL
Martinelli Auditores, Rio de Janeiro
Contact: Fábio dos Santos Fonesca
Email :
fabiofonseca@martinelliauditores.com.br
+55 21 3089 4610
Also in: Criciúma, Curitiba, Florianópolis,
Joinville, Londrina, Porto Alegre, São Paulo

CANADA
Victor & Gold SENCRL, Montréal
Contact: Frank Leboff
Email: fleboff@victorgold.com

+1 514 282 1836
Goldfarb, Shulman, Patel & Co LLP, Toronto
Contact: Jagdish Patel 
Email: jag@gspco.com
+ 1 905 326 6800

UHY LDMB Advisors, Inc*, Langley
Contact: Darren Millard 
Email: dmillard@ldmb.com
+1 604 534 3004
Also in: Vancouver 

CHANNEL ISLANDS
UHY Louvre Accounting Services Ltd,
Guernsey
Contact: Lynn Giovinazzi
Email: lynn.giovinazzi@louvregroup.com
+44 1481 727249

CHILE
UHY Macro Consultores, Santiago
Contact: Juan Marín Hernández
Email: juan.marin@macroconsultores.cl
+56 2 235 0793

UHY Ossandón Consultores, Viña del Mar
Contact: Marco Ossandón López
Email: maossandon@oci.ci
+56 322 335606
Also in: Punta Arenas

CHINA 
ZTHZ CPA Co Ltd, Beijing
Contact: Stephenie Zhuang 
Email: zxm@zthz.com
+86 10 6526 3621 
Also in: Chengdu, Chongqing, Fuzhou,
Hohhot, Hong Kong, Shanxi, Shanghai,
Shenyang, Shenzhen, Tianjin, Wuhan,
Xinjiang, Xizang, Zhengzhou

CYPRUS
UHY Antonis Kassapis Limited, Nicosia
Contact: Antonis Kassapis
Email: info@uhy.com.cy
+357 22 379210

CZECH REPUBLIC
Auditor s.r.o., Prague
Contact: Georg Stöger
Email: stoeger@auditor-eu.com
+420 224 800 421

DENMARK
INFO: REVISION A/S, Copenhagen
Contact: Vibeke Düring Jensen
Email: vibeke@info-revision.dk
+45 39 53 50 00

FRANCE
GVA*, Paris
Contact: Muriel Nouchy
Email: muriel.nouchy@gva.fr
+33 1 45 00 76 00
Also in: Bordeaux, Dijon, Montpellier, Nantes

GERMANY
UHY Deutschland AG*, Berlin
Contact: Reinhold Lauer
Email: lauer@uhy-deutschland.de
+49 30 22 65 930

Clostermann & Jasper Partnerschaft,
Bremen
Contact: Torsten Jasper
Email: tj@clostermann-jasper.de
+49 421 16 23 70
Also in: Hamburg

Dr Berkhemer Walz Bauer & Partner,
Mannheim 
Contact: Ralf König
Email: bwbp@retag.de 
+49 621 81 00 40

Dr Langenmayr & Partner, Munich 
Contact: Johannes Bitzer 
Email: lp@dr-langenmayr.de
+49 89 55 17 070

Dr Leyh, Dr Kossow & Dr Ott KG, Cologne 
Contact: Günter Stöber 
Email: gunter.stoeber@lko.de
+49 221 36 00 60
Also in: Bergish Gladbach

* PCAOB registered UHY is an international association of independent accounting and consultancy firms, whose organising body is Urbach Hacker Young

International Limited, a UK company. Each member of UHY is a separate and independent firm. Services to clients are provided by the UHY

member firms and not by Urbach Hacker Young International Limited. Neither Urbach Hacker Young International Limited nor any member of

UHY has any liability for services provided by other members.

Let us help you achieve
further business success.

To find out how UHY can
assist your business, contact
any of our member firms.

You can visit us online at
www.uhy.com to find
contact details for all of
our offices, or email us at
info@uhy.com for further
information, or call us on
+44 20 7216 4622.

UHY offers the 
following services:

• Audit & Assurance

• Business Solutions

• Corporate Finance

• Corporate Governance

• Corporate Recovery &
Insolvency

• Forensic Accounting

• Management Consulting

• Tax

Global network of accounting, tax and consulting firms
5,000 staff in 164 business centres in more than 50 countries
Commercially focused services for clients with international business interests
Comprehensive resources and capabilities 
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Lauer & Partner, Berlin
Contact: Reinhold Lauer 
Email: lauer@lauer-partner.com
+49 30 22 65 93 0 
Also in: Rostock

RETAG, Stuttgart 
Contact: Norbert Bauer 
Email: bauer@retag.de
+49 711 784040 

GREECE
UHY Axon Certified Auditors Ltd,
Athens
Email: snikiforakis@axonaudit.gr
Contact: Stavros Nikiforakis
+30 210 82 11 754

HONG KONG 
UHY ZTHZ HK CPA* Ltd
Contact: David Ng
Email: ng@uhy-hk.com
+852 2332 0661 

Tai Kong CPA Ltd
Contact: Robert Kong 
Email: robertkong@tkcpa.com.hk
+852 2892 2800

HUNGARY
Bergmann Accounting & Auditing,
Budapest
Contact: Péter Bergmann
Email: peter.bergmann@bergmann.hu
+36 1 238 9050

INDIA
Chandabhoy & Jassoobhoy*, Mumbai
Contact: Adil Kotwal
Email: mail@chandabhoy.com
+91 22 2498 1516

INDONESIA
KAP Kanaka Puradiredja, Robert Yogi,
Suhartono, Jakarta 
Contact: Suhartono
Email: suhartono@kanaka.co.id
+62 21 831 3861

IRELAND
UHY O’Connor Leddy & Holmes* ,
Dublin
Contact: Barry Forrest
Email: b.forrest@uhy.oclh.ie
+353 1 496 1444
Also in: Dunshaughlin

ISLE OF MAN
Crossleys, Ballasalla
Contact: Andrew Pennington
Email: apennington@crossleys.com
+44 1624 822816

ISRAEL
Shiff-Hazenfratz & Co, Tel Aviv
Contact: Reuven Shiff
Email: reuven@shifazen.co.il
+972 3 7919111

ITALY
FiderConsult S.r.I., Rome
Contact: Dr Paolo Lenzi
Email: p.lenzi@fiderconsult.com
+39 06 5917469
Also at: Florence, Milan

KENYA 
UHY Kenya Mungai & Associates, Nairobi
Contact: Mwai Mbuthia
Email: mmbuthia@wananchi.com
+254 20 4442860

KOREA (Republic of)
Seil Accounting Co, Seoul
Contact: Sam-Won Hyun
Email: cpahn@hanmail.net;
cpahn@hotmail.com
+82 2 2470 4666
Also in: Busan, Chungmuro (Seoul), 
Songpa (Seoul), Yeouido (Seoul)

KUWAIT
Al-Fouz International Audit Bureau, 
Kuwait City
Contact: Riyad Jaber
Email: alfouzfmh@hotmail.com
+965 243 3108

LEBANON 
UHY Andy Bryan, Beirut
Contact: Elie Abboud
Email: e.abboud@uhy-lb.com
+ 961 4 414121

LITHUANIA
UAB Audito Reziume

.
, Kaunas

Contact: Alma Ziziliauskiene
.

Email: alma@auditing.lt
+370 37 422 500

UAB Renovacija, Vilnius
Contact: Genadijus Makuševas 
Email: renovacija@takas.lt
+370 5 212 2215

LUXEMBOURG
UHY Fibetrust S.àr.l., Luxembourg
Contact: Jürgen Fischer
Email: j.fischer@fibetrust.lu
+352 45 45 491

MALAYSIA
UHY Diong, Penang
Contact: Ong Eng Choon
Email: econg@pc.jaring.my
+604 227 6888
Also in: Johor Bahru, Kuala Lumpur

MALTA
UHY Pace, Galea Musù, Ta’Xbiex
Contact: David Pace
Email: djpace@pgmco.com
+356 2131 1814

MAURITIUS
UHY Heeralall, Port Louis
Contact: Nirmal Heeralall
Email:
nirmal.heeralall@uhyheeralall.com
+230 213 3461

MEXICO
UHY Glassman Esquivel y Cía*, Mexico
City
Contact: Oscar Gutiérrez
Email: oge@uhy-mx.com
+52 55 5566 1888

NETHERLANDS
Govers Accountants / Consultants,
Eindhoven
Contact: Dick Boers
Email: boers@govers.nl
+31 40 2504504

NEW ZEALAND
Butts Bainbridge & Weir Ltd*, Auckland
Contact: Grant Brownlee
Email: grantb@bbw.co.nz
+64 9 839 0297

NORWAY
FMØ Revisjon DA, Oslo
Contact: Per Ree
Email: pree@fmorev.no
+47 23 20 49 00

PERU
UHY Montalvo, Ramirez y Asociados S.C., Lima
Contact: Víctor Rafael Sandoval Zapata
Email: rasandoval@uhyperu.com
+51 1 422 3884

PHILIPPINES
Lopez & Co CPAs, Manila
Contact: Restituto T Lopez
Email: rtl_holdings@yahoo.com
+63 2 564 6472

POLAND
Biuro Audytorskie Sadren Sp.  z.o.o.,
Warsaw
Contact: Wieslaw Lešniewski 
Email: biuro@sadren.com.pl
+48 22 621 72 16

PORTUGAL
UHY, A Paredes e Associados, SROC, 
Limitada, Lisbon
Contact: Armando Paredes
+351 217 613 330
Email: aparedes@uhy-portugal.pt
Also in: Algarve, Açores, Funchal, Porto

RUSSIA
UHY Atomic-Audit, Obninsk
Contact: Alexander Tildikov
Email: tildikov@obninsk.com
+7 48439 40440

YANS Audit LLC, Moscow
Contact: Nikolay Litvinov
Email: nick@yans-audit.ru
+7 495 105 5751

Eccona, St Petersburg
Contact: Elena Sedavkina
Email: mail@eccona.spb.ru
+7 812 622 1213

SINGAPORE
Lee Seng Chan & Co, Singapore
Contact: Lee Seng Chan
Email: info@lsccpa.com.sg
+65 6395 5100

UHY Diong 
Contact: Diong Tai Pew 
Email: dtp@uhydiong.com.sg
+65 6235 1633

SLOVAKIA
Auditor SK s.r.o., Bratislava
Contact: Dáša Straková
Email: strakova@auditor-eu.sk
+421 2 5441 4660

SLOVENIA
UHY d.o.o.*, Ljubljana
Contact: Matjaž Trebše
Email: info@uhy.si
+386 1300 0040

SOUTH AFRICA
R.A.  Hellmann & Co, Johannesburg
Contact: Carlos Pedregal
Email: pedregal@ibi.co.za
+27 11 447 8447

SPAIN
UHY Fay & Co*, Madrid
Contact: Bernard Fay
Email: bfay@uhy-fay.com
Contact: Joseph Fay
Email: jfay@uhy-fay.com
+34 952 764065
Also in: Barcelona, Malaga, Marbella,
Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Santiago de
Compostela, Zaragoza

SWEDEN
Revisorerna Syd, Malmö
Contact: Rolf Nilsson 
Email: rolf.nilsson@revisorernasyd.se
+46 40 39 67 90

SWITZERLAND
Balmer-Etienne AG, Zürich 
Contact: Francis Zoller 
Email: francis.zoller@balmer-etienne.ch
+41 44 283 8080
Also in: Lucerne, Stans

TAIWAN
L&C Company, CPAs, Taipei
Contact: Lawrence Lin
Email: lc-cpa@uhy-taiwan.com.tw
+886 2 2391 5555
Also in: Kaohsiung

TURKEY
UHY Uzman YMM ve Denetim AS,
Istanbul
Contact: Senol Çudin
Email: uzman@uhy-uzman.com.tr
+90 212 272 5600

UAE
UHY Saxena, Dubai
Contact: Rajiv Saxena
Email: rs@uhyuae.com
+971 4 3517007
Also in: Jebel Ali

UNITED KINGDOM
UHY Hacker Young*, London
Contact: Ladislav Hornan
Email: l.hornan@uhy-uk.com
+44 20 7216 4600
Also in: Aberdeen, Bedford,
Birmingham, Brighton, Cambridge,
Chester, Glasgow, Jarrow, Letchworth,
Manchester, Nottingham, Paisley, Perth,
Stirling, Sunderland, Wrexham, York

UNITED STATES
UHY Advisors, Inc, Chicago
UHY LLP, New York
Contact: John Wolfgang 
Email: jwolfgang@uhy-us.com
+1 212 381 4700
Also in: Albany (New York), Atlanta
(Georgia), Boston (Massachusetts),
Chicago (Illinois), Columbus (Ohio),
Dallas (Texas), Glen Falls (New York),
Hartford (Connecticut), Houston (Texas),
Los Angeles (California), New Haven
(Connecticut), Poughkeepsie (New York),
Sterling Heights (Michigan), Southfield
(Michigan), St Louis (Missouri), The
Woodlands (Texas), Washington DC,
Westborough (Massachusetts)

UHY Advisors, Inc. provides tax and
business consulting services through
wholly owned subsidiary entities 
that operate under the name of 
“UHY Advisors”. UHY Advisors 
entities are not licensed CPA 
firms. UHY LLP is a licensed 
independent CPA firm that 
performs attest services through 
an alternative practice structure 
with UHY Advisors, Inc.

VIETNAM
UHY Audit & Advisory Services 
Limited, Hanoi
Contact: Nguyen Thanh Lam
Email: 
lamnt@uhyvietnam.com.vn
+844 5567 521
Also in: Ho Chi Min City



Let us help you achieve
further business success.

To find out how UHY 
can assist your business,
contact any of our
member firms.

You can visit us online 
at www.uhy.com to find
contact details for all of
our offices, or email us at
info@uhy.com for further
information, or call us on
+44 20 7216 4622.

www.uhy.com
© UHY International 2007
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